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HALF TERM 
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2022  

INSET DAY – Fri 25th Nov 2022 

LAST DAY OF TERM – Fri 16th Dec, early finish 

Link to full school calendar 
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Message from the Headmaster  

 

Welcome to the first newsletter of the academic year! 

 

September always brings with it a sense of new beginnings and optimism, as the fresh faces and enthusiasm of our 

new starters in Year 7 and Year 12 usher in the start of term.  The return to School this September was fuelled with 

delight by the outcome of the GCSE and A-Level examination results published in August.   We were delighted with 

the performance of our boys, with the percentage of top grades (9 at GCSE) increasing on last year, despite a 

reported fall nationally in 2022. The boys are to be congratulated on a remarkable set of achievements after 

enduring years of Covid disruption whilst preparing for these qualifications. 

 

The first weeks have been a busy time for pupils, teachers and parents alike with year group parent information 

evenings, open morning and the new year 7 parents social hosted by the Friends of School.  It is pleasing to see boys 

quickly re-adjusting to school life, making friends in The Quad at break time,  working well in their lessons and 

finding interests and passions via their extra-curricular activities.  The boys have access to a timetable on Google 

Classroom with dozens of clubs and societies; we ideally encourage boys to choose at least one, but ideally more to 

make the most of their time at the school.   

As boys make their educational journey here at WBGS the Friends of School play a pivotal role in connecting the 

School and parents and nurturing our sense of community.  The Friends are hosting a quiz night on Saturday 12th 

November and I will be your Quizmaster for the evening. I look forward to seeing many of you there, at this 

enjoyable event, which serves as an excellent opportunity to meet fellow parents whilst testing your general 

knowledge, eating some delicious food and of course fundraising for the School.   

I wish you a restful half-term break.  

Mr Ian Cooksey 

Headmaster 

 

 

 

 

The Looking Glass 

Academic Blog 

The Academic Head Boy Team (Theo, Praneeth, 

Aryan & Akshay) have been busy developing the 

WBGS Sixth Form acdemic blog 'The Looking 

Glass'. Read some of their interesting articles 

here: The Looking Glass 

 

 

 

 

School Student Publications    

https://wbgslookingglass.blogspot.com/2022/05/our-government-built-on-crisis-how.html
https://wbgslookingglass.blogspot.com/2022/05/our-government-built-on-crisis-how.html
https://wbgslookingglass.blogspot.com/2022/10/why-does-modern-world-need-literary.html
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Tickets on sale for Quiz Night 
Saturday 12th November – support the school whilst having fun with Mr Cooksey turning from Headmaster to 

Quizmaster for the evening.  All funds raised are to support the School.  

Buy online now: https://www.ticketsource.co.uk/watford-boys-grammar-school-friends-association 

Reminder - Please donate your old/outgrown uniform items 
A reminder to donate your outgrown uniform.  

The Second hand uniform shop run by the Friends of School volunteers need your 

donations!  Uniform can be dropped off any time at the drop point by the West 

Gate.  Please make sure: 

 Uniform is in good repair 

 Clean and dry 

 Placed in a clean bag 

Volunteer positions  

 Would you be willing to spare a couple of hours a term? 

 Get to know other parents and make new friends. 

 Could you help support our school? 

The Friends of WBGS are currently looking for parents to help at events and share tasks with the committee. To find 

out who you can get involved please send an email to 

friendsofwatfordboys@gmail.com for more information. 

The Friends of School Committee 

Registered Charity no. 1073843 

 

 
 
 
Thank you for all the entries to the Queen’s Commemorative Art Competition.  The standard was very high, making it 

very hard to select winners, but we had to choose three!. Myself, Miss Dreiser and Mr Matthews all agreed that 

Ronak Parmar's winning entry (7T) was an imaginative and thoughtful piece of digital artwork which captured the 

positivity of the Queen's reign. Toby Castle (8R), as a runner up, responded to the competition with a vibrant Pop Art 

styled portrait, which I’m sure even Andy Warhol would have approved of! Samuel Fernandes (8C), also a runner up, 

created a portrait of the Queen extremely skilfully and really captured the queen's cheerful demeanour. 

Miss Leigh 

Art 

 

 

 

 

 

Friends of School News   

Second hand uniform drop point at 

the West Gate 

Art Department – Competition Winners   

L to R: Winning 

creation from 

Ronak and runners 

up Toby and 

Samuel. 

https://www.ticketsource.co.uk/watford-boys-grammar-school-friends-association
mailto:friendsofwatfordboys@gmail.com
mailto:friendsofwatfordboys@gmail.com
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The tragic losses of two of our students earlier this year are still keenly felt at the school, and we have had 

opportunities to remember both of them this term.   

On 7th October, a memorial event was held in the cricket pavilion for Nik Reddy, who passed away last term.  This 

was organised with the help of his friends in Year 13 and supported by his previous school, John Lyon.  Very moving 

tributes were paid by members of both schools and we enjoyed music and food that he had particularly liked.  The 

afternoon culminated with a rarity for WBGS: a football fixture, in which teams from the two schools wore shirts 

with Nik’s name on the back.  The WBGS team won 4-3, with two goals scored by Nik’s younger brother, who 

relished the chance to make a cameo appearance!  More plans are afoot to continue to celebrate Nik’s life, with a 

return fixture in the Summer and a prize named after him to become part of our annual prize giving list. 

 

In our memorial garden at the front of school we have planted a corkscrew hazel tree in memory of Lochan Pennant-

Shah, who tragically passed away in the Spring Term.  A maple tree has also 

been planted in memory of Nik.  Both trees were chosen by members of the 

boys’ families. 

 

7th October was also the first anniversary of the funeral of Dave Evans, a 

much-loved teacher at the school over an astonishing 49 years.  Colleagues 

and members of his family attended the installation of a bench that has been 

bought to remember him and his daughter, of whose death last term we 

were so sad to learn. 

 

The school also marked the death of Queen Elizabeth II with various events.  I 

led commemoration assemblies for all year groups, the script for which can be 

found here. Miss Leigh also ran an Art competition, which attracted many excellent entries, and Mrs Waterman 

produced a display in the library with tributes from across the 

school and some of the boys’ artwork.  The solemnity of the 

occasion was marked with a simple image projected in the 

hall on the day following the Queen’s death and the school 

flag was flown at half mast throughout the period of 

mourning. 

 

 

 

 

 

This term I am running a series of “Bible Biographies” on 

Monday lunchtimes with Mr Brookes and the Christian Union, for any who would like to learn about some of the 

characters whose stories have fed into our culture e.g. David and Goliath, Moses the Prince of Egypt.  I also continue 

to offer non-confessional support to pupils from any background who would benefit from having someone to talk to, 

but aren’t looking for formal counselling.  I can be contacted directly for this, or via Heads of Year. 

 

Mr P Matthews 

School Chaplain 

 

 

 

 

 

Chaplaincy   

Dave Evans Memorial Bench 

Passing of Queen Elizabeth II  

Commemoration Assemblies 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AD923v0xt9MmaOlf9OxdI16hDxWo3ig1/view?usp=sharing
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ComSci Updates 
It has been a hectic start to the new school year over in the Computing Department; we’re really 

relishing the year ahead. The 2022/23 academic year started by welcoming our newest member of 

the (expanding) department Mr King, who brings a wealth of experience with him. In particular, he 

is a Java expert which will allow us to grow the department’s skills set and support a wider range 

of A Level programming projects and students wanting to learn an alternative programming 

Language. 

 

2021/22 Results 
The 2021/22 academic year culminated in a bumper crop of results at both A Level and GCSE; in what were the 

biggest student cohorts in recent times. We were able to achieve a staggering 11 A* Grades at A Level (out of a 

cohort of 37) and 100% 9 – 4 level at GCSE. It goes without saying that these results are a reflection of both the 

students’ and computing teachers’ hard work, passion and dedication to the subject. Well done everyone! 

  

Subject Support 
The results of 2021/22 does however pile the pressure on our current crop of GCSE and A Level students; especially 

those in Year 11 and Upper Sixth. To that end, the department has launched several lunch time support clubs that 

the students can attend to gain additional guidance from the Computing Teachers: 

 Monday (lunch time): T4 – General support club (focused on theory, examination technique and programming 

skills) with Dr. Hedges and Mr Adcock. 

   Wednesday (lunch time): T4 – Python Programming support with Mrs Pakaoglu and Mr King. 

  

Computing Extra Curriculum Clubs 
We are excited to announce a new range of extra curriculum clubs and with even more in the pipeline too. If you 

enjoy your computing lessons and are passionate about the subject, why not come along to one of the following 

clubs: 

 Computing Society (ComSoc): Every Tuesday lunch time in TCL; come along for subject based discussions, 

debates, programming classes, hackathons, competitions and more. The society is run by our fabulous A Level 

students. 

 Year 7 Python Programming Club: Every Wednesday lunch time in TCL; if you’re in Year 7 and want to get ahead 

of the game and start to learn Python programming, before you study it in your computing lessons, then why not 

come along?! The club is run by Pratim and Navaneeth, two of our amazing Year 9 students. 

  PA Raspberry Pi Competition Club: Our annual, national competition where students are asked to solve a 

problem working in teams using a Raspberry Pi. This year the focus is on sustainability and the environment. 

Students from all year groups can enter; so why not get yourself into a team and head to TCL on Monday lunch 

time. 

  

Year 9 BIMA Day 
Finally, a date for all Computing Year 9 students’ (excluding those that study PRE, who have a trip that day!) diary. 

We will be taking our brilliant Year 9 computing students off timetable for the day to engage in the BIMA Digital Day. 

Students will be working in small teacher set groups, to launch a new company/app/product that solves a real world 

problem. Students will be working with industry experts and be expected to “pitch” their idea to the judges at the 

end of the day. 

  

That’s it for now! Remember to keep coding! 

All the best from the Computing Department 

Computing News  

https://bima.co.uk/bima-programmes/bima-digital-day/
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The start of the new academic year saw an excellent debate held during the Sixth Form Lecture on Friday, 23 

September.  The motion debated was:  

“This House Believes the monarchy is no longer relevant in 21st century Britain.” 

Theo Adam U6T, Maulik Tripathi U6B, Wesley Akun-Ojung U6G and Emmanuel Chukwuemeka U6T all did an 

excellent job arguing for and against this motion, and prompting thoughtful questions and contributions from the 

floor during the debate. 

In addition, the following Year 11 and Year 13 students need to be congratulated for helping to successfully reboot 

Debating Society, both Senior and Junior groups, after Covid-restrictions were fully lifted during academic year 2021-

22: 

Senior Debating: Alex Paterson U6R, Chamath Wijayasundara U6R, Maulik Tripathi U6B, Raphael Canale-Stone U6R, 

Wesley Akum-Ojong U6G, Emmanuel Chukwuemeka U6T 

Junior Debating: Theo Adam U6T, Riyan Shah U6B, Arun Patel 11C, Sam Waddell 11F,  

Drew Tallon 11C. 

 

Ms Ramzan 

Head of Debating 

 

 

 

All of the WBGS departments had the chance to display their facilities and demonstrate how they teach their 

subjects during Open Morning on the 2nd October. The 

Economics Department hosted business games and 

economics quizzes which were very well received and 

prospective boys found most engaging.  Thanks to our 

young Economists in Shane in 9B and Neil in 9G for 

helping host a successful open morning the department.  

Mr Nagpal 

Economics 

 
 

Year 9 Science Fiction Lecture 
Mr Gregory set the tone for this academic year by beginning the 

term with a science fiction lecture to open a month of exploring 

and discussing the genre. The entire year group was invited to the 

James’ Theatre in early September.  We discussed the origins of 

the genre, its transformation and some of the more contemporary 

tropes. 

 

 

 

 

Economics on Open Morning   

English News   

Debating Society   
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Stephen Smith – One Man Theatre  

Stephen Smith returned to WBGS to deliver his outstanding one-

man show to a larger audience this time. Berkoff’s “Dog” and 

“Actor” delighted, shocked, challenged and rewarded the 

audience.  Racism, poverty, ambition were explored with an 

unapologetic curiosity, verve and honesty. Stephen Smith will 

return later this year with a production of Poe’s short stories. 

 
  
 

 

Year 11 An Inspector Calls Theatre Trip 
A large group of Year 11’s journeyed to Milton Keynes on 

Wednesday, 28th September to watch Stephen Daldry’s 

production of “An Inspector Calls”.  This play, written by J.B. 

Priestley as a cry for social responsibility in the mid-twentieth 

century is one of our GCSE modern texts and this was a great 

opportunity for those students studying it, to see it come 

alive on stage, appreciate the nuances of acting and directing 

choices and how they can be used to communicate the 

playwright’s message.  Our students enjoyed the experience 

and we were proud of their attention and behaviour in the 

theatre.  

 

Mr Tokarz 

Head of English 

 

 

 

 

 

We have had a successful year with our Gardening Club. The 

fruits of our labour were harvested over the course of this half of 

term. We have grown cucumbers, courgettes, parsnips, potatoes, 

pumpkins, herbs and flowers. We will be planting suitable seeds 

over the next few weeks and cultivating some Aloe vera. 

 

Mrs Butler 
Science / Gardening Club Organiser  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gardening Club    

English News   
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The Hans Woyda maths team have provided a gripping account of their first round competition, report by team 

member Aryan Lal L6: 

 

Watford Grammar School for Boys vs Royal Grammar School on Wednesday 5th October marked our first round of 

the Hans Woyda competition, and understandably, all 4 of us were nervous. Here is a rough summary of how the 

match went. 

 

 STARTERS: We got off to a rocky start in the first round, with mistakes being made all around the board, only 

managing to collect 6 points in total. RGS on the other hand seemed quite comfortable, collecting 10 points, giving 

them the lead for the 1st section.  

 

GEOMETRY: The geometry round was awkward as always, with the second year 7-11 question requiring the 

members to trace a rather tricky path of a rolling shape, and a 3-dimensional trigonometry question for the year 12-

13s did not help very much either. Nevertheless, with a lucky guess in the year 12-13 question we managed to 

collect 4 points in the section, with RGS collecting the same as us maintaining the lead.  

 

MENTAL: This section was where we truly shone through. RGS, being the guest, chose to let us take the advantage 

first and all 4 of us managed to get our advantage questions right. We even managed to steal a couple points from 

RGS as well. At the end of this round, our efforts converted the 4 point trail to a 2 point lead.  

 

TEAM: The team question was a rather tedious task. Without an elegant algebraic method in sight we resorted to 

brute forcing crunching the numbers and finding possible combinations. With one mistake costing us a mark, we 

only managed 1 point, with RGS managing 2, lowering our lead to just 1 point.  

 

CALCULATOR: This round was rather comfortable for us, with only one wrong question, giving us 6 points. RGS on 

the other hand only managed to score 4, and we increased our lead to 3 points.  

 

ALGEBRA: The algebra round for all the questions revolved around the same concept. This was a tricky round, with 

our team only managing 3 correct answers, earning 6 points. It didn’t help much that RGS managed to get 4 correct 

answers and even to steal a point. After this section the scores were neck and neck, both at 33, meaning the winner 

would be decided by who would win the final round … the race round.  

 

RACE: The race round was suspenseful as always, however, we managed to pull ahead quickly, winning the first 3 

rounds, and gaining an impressive 6 point lead. RGS fought back, taking the next 2 rounds, but it wasn’t enough to 

equalise the score as we took the 6th and 7th round, giving us a guaranteed win before the 8th round even started. 

 

CONCLUSION: All in all, the final score was (drum roll please)... 43 - 37!!! This was a great first match to start us off, 

winning against a strong team really helped boost morale for our future matches. There is definitely room for 

improvement and consideration but we look forward to whoever we will be playing in the next round. Of course, this 

match wouldn’t been possible without Ms Glypti’s brilliant organisation, helping everyone there get comfortable and 

handling all the equipment and mark schemes needed. I would also like to give a special thanks to the physics 

department who made the buzzers for the race round from scratch, complete with circuitry, two different sounds for 

the two teams all wrapped in a box with the names of the two teams on them. 

 

 

 Hans Woyda – Mathematics Competition  
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Thank you to all of our staff and students for their support of the 
Hello Yellow awareness day on Monday 10th October.  Yellow ties, 
socks, tops and waistcoats brightened up the dreary Monday 
morning so much so the sun shone brightly in the afternoon.  

As well as raising funds to support the excellent work of the charity 
Young Minds UK the day was a reminder to talk, be open and 
discuss mental health.  

The Hello Yellow school fundraising drive managed to raise 
£1,837.92 for Young Minds UK in total. 
To find out more about the work of Young Minds and access 
the information they have for parents and young people 
visit their website. https://www.youngminds.org.uk/ 
Please also remember that boys can access support in 
school, to read more about school wellbeing support and 
counselling visit the School website here: 
https://www.watfordboys.org/573/counselling 
 

Mr Horner 

History, Head of Year 12 & Hello Yellow Event Coordinator 

 

 

 

 

The exciting History Society has been taking place each Wednesday lunchtime in Room EC1 and has attracted a huge 

amount of interest from students in Year 7 right up to Year 13. Each week a new topic is explored, ranging from 

Ancient Egyptians, to Hungarian Uprising and even  to come the dictators of central Africa.  

 

It has allowed students of all age groups and different 

interests to learn something new! Usually History A-

Level students in the Lower Sixth organise the sessions, 

but in recent weeks we have seen some fantastic 

presentations from students lower down the school, 

with Eevan and Ronnith (Year 9) looking at Egyptian 

Mummies, Taha (Year 11) investigating how and why 

Korea became divided and Ionut C (Year 12) 

distinguishing the key differences in leadership styles 

between Mobotu and Idi Amin.  

 

We look forward to more exciting sessions in the coming weeks and seeing you all there!  

 

 

 

 

 

Hello Yellow! Mental Health Awareness   

History Society   

https://www.youngminds.org.uk/
https://www.watfordboys.org/573/counselling
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Witold Pilecki Essay Competition 2022 

The Foundation for the History of Totalitarianism is a non-profit organisation established to provide information and 

education about the history of totalitarianism, particularly in the 20th century. It aims to encourage study and 

research in a variety of ways including the creation of an annual history essay prize on a different subject each year. 

Last year Ben Buffery won its inaugural prize and you can read his essay This Is Why I Write here. This year we 

wanted to challenge students to think and write more critically by having three in-school competitions to enter with 

significant prizes for winning entries. 

Competition details - Three age groups of essay 

1. Key Stage 3 Years 7-8 (Project length 800 -1000 words) - British Biography project: Who has done the most to 

further minority or women’s rights in the UK. Choose ONE figure from British History who you would like to 

research. Read about their early life, their active years and their legacy. Put together a project with pictures and 

sources that shows what they have done to improve minority and/or women’s rights in the UK. Also, provide a 

bibliography/list of sources of reference you have used. Figures you could research: Mary Seacole, Marcus 

Garvey, Sophia Duleep Singh, Doreen Lawrence, Darcus Howe, Emily Wilding Davison, Malala Yousafzai or any 

others you are interested in. 

 

2.  Key Stage 4 Years 9-11 (Essay length 1000-1400 words) -‘Wars between states create more problems than they 

solve.’ To what extent do you agree with this observation? Develop your answer by specific reference to any 

historical period or periods before the end of the twentieth century that you have studied. Provide a 

bibliography. 

 

3. Years 12 & 13 (Essay length: 1,800-2,000 words)- The subject for the history essay prize for students who will be 

6th formers in 2022-23 will be: The Hungarian Revolution of 1956. This was the first major revolt against one of 

the governments imposed on Central and Eastern Europe by the Soviet Union. It began with university students 

and dramatically escalated. The communist government was successfully overthrown. A new government 

declared Hungary’s withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact and promised free elections. Initially the Soviet leadership 

was divided over how to respond but eventually resolved to send in the Soviet army to crush the revolt. Soviet 

tanks were deployed on the streets of Budapest. As many as 200,000 Hungarians fled the country. Why did 

Hungary revolt against its government? Why did the Soviet Union send in the tanks? And what were the 

repercussions? 

The first national prize is £1,500 divided between the student and the school. There are also prizes for 2nd, 3rd and 

those highly commended. 

Please see the website https://historyoftotalitarianism.com for details and registration. Participation in the essay 

competition would enrich understanding of 20th century history and enhance personal statements in applications to 

universities. We have announced the subject early so that students already in year 12/13 can consider writing the 

essay in the half term holiday. 

All entries must be submitted by email to mcdermottj@staff.watfordboys.org or via your History teacher. Prize 

money for each category £40 for first prize, followed by two runners up at £15. There will also be highly 

commended. Entries must include your name, form, a bibliography and word count.  

Deadline Friday 2nd December 2022 

 

Mr McDermott 

Head of History 

 

History Essay Competition   

 

 
 

https://historyoftotalitarianism.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/T-h-i-s-i-s-w-h-y-I-w-r-i-t-e-final-for-publication.docx.pdf
https://historyoftotalitarianism.com/
mailto:mcdermottj@staff.watfordboys.org
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Congratulations to Sixth Former Kabir Kaul who has been published within a new 

booked entitled ‘London in the Wild’. Kabir, along with conservationists and 

naturalists, contributed chapters on the habitat and the future vision of London 

and its green spaces. Mrs Waterman has a copy ( signed by Kabir) available in the 

Fuller Memorial Library and it is available to buy in all good book shops.  

 

 

 

 

 

We have hit the ground running at the start of term in the Library, here are a few of the activities we enjoyed 
organising and being part of: 

Library Induction 

Our new Year 7 boys were introduced to the Library, having their Library Induction during English Lessons (thank you 
to our brilliant English Department for bringing the boys over). We had lots of fun with the boys solving cryptic crime 
clues to locate books around the Library, this involved their new skill of understanding the Dewey system. Well done 
to Year 7, I was very impressed. 

Volunteering in the Library 

Along with our 8 Library Prefects, this term 18 boys have started their D of E volunteering in the Library, completing 
an hour a week, during break and after school. They are working towards Bronze and Gold awards. Assisting with 
setting up new books, returning books, shelving, helping lower years with queries and much more. 

We also have 8 L6th volunteers working within our school Archives, as part of their Community Service. The boys 
work with our artefacts, including setting up a database and uploading details of our extensive records and items. 
They investigate requests for information from our Alumni families, tracing old report cards and information from 
our Fullerian Magazine’s going back to the first edition in 1904. 

It has been busy and rewarding training all our Library volunteers and Prefects, they are all keen and are an integral 
part of the Library. 

Celebrating 100 years of Watford becoming a 
borough, 1922 to 2022 

Working with Ms Riaz and Mrs Barnes of the History 
Department, we had an interesting and informative talk on the 
100 years’ history of Watford becoming a borough given by 
Claire Davies from Watford Museum. Two of our Volunteer 
Archivist boys Haseen and Caleb assisted Claire with artefacts 
from WBGS archives supplying artefacts during the talk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Library News   

Haseen and Caleb assisting Watford 
Museum’s Learning Officer Claire Davies 

 

Kabir is published   
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Ms Riaz and Mrs Barnes 
followed with History 
lessons on WBGS school and 
Dame Fuller, our school 
founder. The pupils were 

fascinated to discover that the portrait in the Main Hall is original and that instructions of Dame Fuller’s Last Will and 
Testament are still followed out during Founders Day.  In support of these lessons the Library created a display for 
the boys to enjoy our rich history. Sharing details of Dame Fuller’s will, report cards on boy’s progress dated from the 
1900’s, historical Fullerian magazines, historic photos of the school life, vintage school uniform items and much 
more. The boys enjoyed the Archive displays are always enjoyed by the boys and we will endeavour to have further 
displays for the whole school to enjoy. 
 

Black History Month in the Library 

We have thoroughly enjoyed celebrating Black History Month in the Library. A 
great book display was created by one of our D of E volunteers, Eevan, lots of the 
books have been borrowed and enjoyed by both staff and pupils 

In collaboration with our wonderful Miss Leigh from the Art Department we held a 
Library lunchtime workshop for the boys to decorate African Masks in traditional 
designs, whilst enjoying African Tribal music. It was a full house, Miss Leigh and I 
were overwhelmed with how creative the boys were, their masks will be enjoyed 
by the whole school on display. 

We are looking forward to our next BHM event in 
the Library working with the History Society. Sixth 
formers Karam and Reeshan have told us they will 
lead us on a journey around both British and World 
History to celebrate the incredible achievements of minority groups. 

New books in the Library 

Lots of new books have arrived in the Library; they are going out on loan fast. Any new title recommendations are 
encouraged, come and pass them on to Mrs Waterman, your Librarian. 

During half term break, don’t forget all the wonderful free eBooks waiting for 
you. The platform VLeBOOKS is easy to access and use, here is a reminder on 
how to log in: Before you start, you must be logged into Google Chrome with 
your school email address.  

Go to the following site: https://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/Home/index 
Log in via the Google button, using your usual school log in. 

Mrs Waterman 

Librarian 

Gathering Old Boy’s report cards from 
1900’s 

 

Gathering information from Dame 
Fuller’s Will 

 

We like to remind the boys 

that they are all part of 

our school’s rich history 

too!...Maybe in 100 years’ 

time their relatives will 

contact the school for 

copies of historical 

documents we may have 

on their time at WBGS. 

Library News   

https://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/Home/index
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The Associated Board Examination results achieved by our boys in July were excellent, with the majority of students 

achieving high Merits and some Distinctions, including some of our students taking the highest grade, Grade 8. The 

results received by students in their new Performance Examinations, the digital equivalent of the face-to-face 

examinations, were also excellent. I will be putting in our entries after half term, so if there are any students having 

music lessons out of school who would like to take their Associated Board Exam in school, then Mr Hussey would like 

to hear from them as soon as possible. 

Due to our wonderful production of ‘Oliver!’ back in the summer, we did not have our traditional summer concert. 

Instead, we placed the Annual Music Competition in the final week of term and it unwittingly fell on the two hottest 

days of the year! However, we were undeterred, and as our 80 students had spent many hours preparing their music 

for this event, the Headmaster agreed that it could proceed, and so it did. Students arrived in their coolest clothes 

with plenty of water and performed superbly in an air-conditioned concert hall. The adjudicator was Mr Stephen 

Williams, a superb clarinettist and clarinet teacher working at the Purcell School in Bushey, and he was delighted 

with the standard of the performances heard over the two days. When the Competition had run its course, it was 

decided to award the Rosebowl to the four finest performance over the two days and these were given by Hayden 

on piano, Kaeshav on piano, Noah on violin and Sammy on trombone. We hope to have a solo performance from 

each of these at our Autumn Concerts on November 23rd and 24th, certainly something to look forward to and 

celebrate: I will be sending a separate InTouch letter to you in due course regarding these concerts and how you can 

purchase tickets. The Rising Star Award will be presented at the Concerts too which will also include performances 

by most of our ensembles that are now up and running again. Many of our musicians who took part in the 

Competition will be playing in assembly during the course of the year and I would like to thank Ben, Jonathan, Todd, 

Aaran and Max for their performances in the weekly assemblies so far this year. They have really added a new and 

enjoyable dimension to the daily event in the school hall. Even more of our Competition performers were engaged 

during Open Morning to play to parents and potential new entrants in the School Hall and over in the Muse, and 

they provided an impressive addition to the proceedings. 

The instrumental Music Timetables for the second half of term will be sent out to all boys having instrumental 

lessons in school via their Gmail account during the half-term break. Year 7 musicians need to be aware that they will 

no longer receive a hard copy of their timetable as they did at the start of the year. Once again, it is good practice to 

write the lesson times into planners and I would ask those having music lessons also to remember to sign out of the 

main school, take an orange lanyard and then go straight to their music lesson, not forgetting to return the orange 

lanyard directly afterwards. 

There are still a few instrument lockers available in the Muse for students to use now the Upper Sixth have departed. 

Please mail Mr Hussey if you are interested in using one. 

We have also started preparing for another production that is due to air in the Spring Term, Andrew Lloyd Webber’s 

‘School of Rock’ and this is giving a number of our guitarists, keyboard players, drummers and singers a chance to 

shine. Watch out for the details about this show in due course! 

Mr Hussey  

Director of Music 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Music News   
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Many congratulations to Aarav, Ali, Jack, Joel, Matei and Sajan who are our very first Language Ambassadors at 

Watford Boys. Throughout the year, they will support and assist the Languages Department as well as promote 

languages within school as well as our local community.  

Their first mission-earlier in October- was to welcome Angela, Clotilde and Nicholas, 

respectively our Spanish, French and German assistants. During the Open Morning, they 

supervised our cafe- dressed for the occasion- and ran the stack the cup activity. It became a 

very serious matter and rapidly turned into a fierce competition between staff, students and 

guests and every second counted for your name on the leaderboard. 

They all did a sterling job and everyone was impressed.  

We look forward to working with the team and are already planning our next event, 

which will take place around Christmas time. 

 

Modern Foreign Languages Week 

In the MFL department we had an exciting week during the last week in 

September. We were celebrating languages, there were assemblies and a 

variety of competitions and activities, and all year 7-9 boys were asked to 

complete language challenges. There was a French breakfast and boys could 

play boules at lunchtime. There was also a QR Code treasure hunt for year 9 

and year 7 were encouraged to enter the model making competition. All in 

all a brilliant time was had by all.  

 

Mrs Twyford  

Head of Modern Foreign 

Languages 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations to Year 10 student Nikita who recently competed in the WAKO, World 

Association of Kickboxing World Cup Championship. He won Silver and Bronze for Great Britain 

(in 2 categories).  Well done Nikita!  

 

 

Modern Foreign Languages  

Silver Medal for Kickboxing    
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As well as Rugby this half term, the senior hockey players have enjoyed 2 well contested 'pre-season' matches 

against Hitchin and Habs, drawing 0-0 and winning 3-1 respectively. There has also been U16 and U18 indoor hockey 

fixtures, warming up for the county finals on 23rd November. 

We have had the junior Haskel Cup cross country race where 8 

junior boys acquitted themselves very well against  some of the 

top cross country schools in the country. More cross country 

events to come next half term!  

There have been Badminton fixtures with our junior and senior 

teams playing against Eton College, giving them many close 

matches. Basketball matches will be up and running soon, with 

the many boys coming to before and after school 

training sessions looking to earn their place in the team!  

 

A reminder to boys and parents, you can stay up to date with 

the latest team lists, fixtures and scores on the dedicated WBGS Sports website: 

WBGS SPORTS WEBSITE 
Mr Thomas 

Acting Director of Sport & Head of Hockey 

 

Rugby  

We've played block fixtures in the rugby against Merchant Taylors, Habs and St George's so far this term 
and had a really successful Year 7 Inter-form this past Saturday which was won by 7N and player of the 
tournament was Teddy Gardner. We were really pleased to have Old Boy Tobias Elliott back to present the 
awards who is currently playing for England u19s and made his 1XV debut for Saracens. 
  
Plenty of rugby to be played next term against the likes of UCS, Queen Elizabeth's Barnet and St Albans 

where we hope results will start to pick up across the board. 

 

Mr Jacobs 
Head of Rugby 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  

Sports News   

https://www.watfordboyssports.org/default.asp?Id=359
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Stay connected with the latest from WBGS  

 

 

 

WBGS has several Twitter accounts managed by departments and staff, which are a fantastic way to 

stay, connected with the day-to-day events and activities taking place in our school, from who won the 

hockey to words of inspiration. Click through to follow on Twitter today: 

Geography @WBGSGeography PRE @WbgsPRE 

Main School Twitter Account @WBGSExcellence  Science @WBGSScience 

Maths @WBGS_Maths Sixth Form @WBGS6thform 

MFL @WBSLanguages Sports @WBGSSport 

Music @WBGSMusic   

Stay in Touch 
If you would like to stay up-to-date with the latest news from the school community then why not join us on our 

social media channels: 

 

 

 

 

 

Facebook – School Page 

https://www.facebook.com/watfordgrammarboys 

Facebook – Alumni Page 

https://www.facebook.com/wbgsalumni 

 
Linked In 

https://www.linkedin.com/school/watford-grammar-school-for-boys 

https://www.facebook.com/watfordgrammarboys
https://www.facebook.com/wbgsalumni
https://www.linkedin.com/school/watford-grammar-school-for-boys
https://www.linkedin.com/school/watford-grammar-school-for-boys

